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PHYSICAL REVIEW B 1 JULY 1997-IVOLUME 56, NUMBER 1
Ab initio calculations of the self-interstitial in silicon

S. J. Clark and G. J. Ackland
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Edinburgh, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, United Kingdom

~Received 22 November 1996!

Using theab initio pseudopotential approach it is shown that the lowest-energy configuration for the neutral
silicon interstitial is the~011! dumbbell. Another local minimum energy atomic configuration with very similar
energy was found, which has very low symmetry and hence is multiply degenerate. Other high-symmetry
configurations were found to be mechanically unstable. We have further performedab initio molecular-
dynamics simulations to study self-interstitial migration. We find several possible mechanisms and a tendency
for an atom to become ‘‘excited’’ and perform several correlated jumps through the structure before being
recaptured into the minimum energy state. Both excitation and recapture processes appear to be thermally
activated, but the number of jumps is larger at low temperatures and the overall migration is athermal. The
molecular-dynamics simulations also allow us to evaluate local phonon densities of states for the defects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of the silicon self-interstitial, and its diffu
sion mechanism, is of great practical and theoretical inter
Nonequilibrium interstitials are often ‘‘grown in’’ during
single-crystal growth or generated by irradiation or def
aggregation~notably oxygen!, and their migration is strongly
linked to the diffusion of other impurities, in particular t
boron whose diffusion is strongly enhanced by the prese
of self-interstitials. Self-interstitials have also been imp
cated as the cause of rodlike defects observed in Czochr
single-crystal growth.1

The study of intrinsic defects in semiconductors has
long history based on empirical force models and more
cently on fullab initio treatments.2 In the case of the silicon
self-interstitial, previous results from these two methods
inconclusive. This is not surprising in view of the drawbac
faced by the two methods: The transferability of empiric
potentials for silicon is notoriously unreliable, while th
scale of calculations required inab initio treatments has
meant that full asymmetric relaxation is impossible.

Using empirical force models, Brown and co-workers3,4

have advanced the idea of a very delocalized interstitial w
a simple migration path through a number of other lo
symmetry states. In this paper we report results of an inv
tigation into the possibility of the existence of many su
states.

A recent ab initio study5 examined the tetrahedral an
hexagonal interstitial configurations, and another6 considered
migration down a channel of silicon atoms. Symmetry co
straints in that calculation meant that only the prescrib
migration route was followed and that other possible mec
nisms were neglected. Moreover, symmetry was enforce
relaxing the tetrahedral and hexagonal configurations th
selves, and so it is not guaranteed that the high-symm
configurations were local minima.

A full molecular-dynamics~MD! study of migration7

compared the contribution to diffusion from vacancies, int
stitials, and concerted exchange, and concluded that the
terstitial mechanism was by far the most important.
560163-1829/97/56~1!/47~4!/$10.00
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We have carried out calculations using theab initio den-
sity functional theory pseudopotential technique, which
lows for full relaxation of the atoms under the Hellman
Feynman forces. To break any constraints imposed
symmetry, each atom in our starting configuration w
slightly displaced from its ‘‘ideal’’ ~symmetric! position.
The method uses periodic boundary conditions and a p
wave basis which has no bias towards any particular bond
configuration.

We show that the highly symmetric hexagonal and tet
hedral structures are unstable when used as an initial
figuration for the defect atom within a perfect diamond la
tice and that the stable structures are those in which
interstitial atom forms covalent bonds with other nearby
oms. Thus the channel migration path involves a series
high-energy states and the lowest-energy pathway is likel
be complicated.

II. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS

We apply density functional theory within the local de
sity approximation8,9 for exchange and correlation to per
odic supercells of silicon containing defects.10,11 A
Kleinman-Bylander nonlocal pseudopotential generated
the Kerker12 method is used to describe the ion-valence el
tron interactions. The use of periodic boundary conditio
allows us to expand the valence electron wave functions
terms of a plane wave basis set. We find that a basis set
a kinetic energy cutoff of 150 eV converges total ener
differences to better than 0.001 eV/atom.

We use a 65-atom supercell in the followin
calculations—this size of supercell allows for atomic rela
ation to five shells of atoms surrounding the defect and c
verges defect formation energies to better than 0.02 eV c
pared with a single 216-atom calculation. We use a 4-kpt
for Brillouin zone integration which we find converges th
total energy to 0.001 eV/atom. We find that the common
of G-point sampling in this size of simulation cell does n
converge the forces on the atoms to sufficient accuracy
give reliable defect structures. This is not unexpected
47 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Schematic pictures of the stable interstitial configurations shown relative to the surrounding atoms of the perfect cryst
~110! ~left-hand two figures! a pair of atoms replaces a single atom. Each forms a covalent bond to its neighbor along the~110! chain in the
direction of the dumbbell. The atoms below the chain remain equidistant from both dumbbell atoms, making them fivefold coordin
forming a ‘‘butterfly’’ of delocalized charge between the four atoms. The caged interstitial atom~right-hand two figures! attaches covalently
between two atoms and relaxes strongly toward the tetrahedral position, thus caged by ten atoms in an asymmetric position. T
arrows illustrate the~a! dumbbell-dumbbell,~b! caged-dumbbell, and~c! caged-caged migration processes, all of which are observed in
MD run. The multiply degenerate cage site also allows migration across the cage, directly between second-neighbor sites—the do
become full covalent bond, while the other bonds to the black atom break. Note that for successive migration via the dumbbell state
atoms are involved in successive steps, whereas for the cage-cage migration the same atom can make several successive jump
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prop-
cause for an eight- or nine-atom unit cell theG-point sam-
pling actually gives a negative formation energy.

After placing the defect atom in a given starting config
ration we calculate the relaxed electronic structure of
supercell using a preconditioned conjugate gradients a
rithm which uses the plane wave expansion coefficients
variational parameters. We calculate the forces on the at
using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem; the ionic positio
are then optimized also by using conjugate gradients to m
mize the total energy. This method finds the structure wh
is the ‘‘nearest’’ local minimum to the starting configuratio

In an attempt to survey more of the phase space of ato
positions, we have also performed finite-temperatureab ini-
tio molecular dynamics on the system. The classical eq
tions of motion are integrated with a time step of 1.0
which we find to be small enough that total energy is co
served without the need for a thermostat. From a rela
configuration, we give the atoms a random velocity, the to
of which corresponds to a kinetic energy equal to twice
required temperature. Within about 100 fs equipartition
observed as the temperature halves with the energy div
between kinetic and potential forms. We allow the system
evolve for a further several picoseconds to observe de
migration.

III. DESCRIPTION OF MINIMUM ENERGY ATOMISTIC
CONFIGURATIONS

The lowest-energy configuration which we have foun
with a formation energy of 2.16 eV, is a dumbbell interstit
along~011!. This is schematically illustrated on the left dia
gram of Fig. 1. This has been obtained from three differ
starting configurations by inserting the defect in the oth
wise perfect diamond-structure 64-atom supercell: the h
agonal site, the~011! dumbbell, and the~001! dumbbell in-
terstitials ~with small initial displacements to brea
symmetry!. The defect is spread over four atoms, as sho
in Fig. 1. The five bonds between these four atoms are
nificantly longer than normal bonds within the crystal; sp
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cifically, the dimer bond along~011! between the two
fourfold-coordinated atoms is 2.40 Å, while the four bon
between this dimer and the fivefold-coordinated atoms
2.46 Å. This compares with an ideal bond length of 2.35
This lengthening is not surprising, since for the neutral d
fect the five ‘‘bonds’’ contain only eight electrons. In plo
of charge density these electrons can be seen to be sp
throughout the five bonds.

This configuration is in agreement with the recent a
proximate molecular orbital calculation13 and previous
pseudopotential work,7 while a similar structure has bee
found using the empirical Stillinger-Weber potential.3

The second low-energy state which we have found,
2.29 eV, is rather close in energy to the~011! split state but
has a different structure, as shown in the third diagram
Fig. 1. It arose from both the bond-centered and the tetra
nal starting configurations. In this case the interstitial is co
centrated at a single atom and can be thought of as a di
tion from the bond-centered position, with two distin
nearest neighbors~which would be bonded to one another
the absence of the defect!. This line of atoms is elastically
very unfavorable and becomes strongly buckled, such
the interstitial relaxes toward the tetrahedral site, collectin
shell of five further neighbors as it does so. This configu
tion is again unstable with respect to a Jahn-Teller distort
which removes all symmetry from the configurations. T
interstitial ends up at an asymmetric position within the t
atoms of an adamantane cage, with two normal bonds
2.32 Å, five longer bonds in the range 2.55–2.82 Å, a
three unbonded neighbors at 3.10–3.35 Å. This configura
is henceforth referred to as caged.

This highly asymmetric structure is consistent with e
pirical calculations with large simulations cells, although t
formation energy is significantly lower than that predicted
the Stillinger-Weber model14,4,15and slightly lower than that
predicted with the restricted pair potential model.16–18 We
presume that this arises because these models do not
erly describe large deviations from covalent bonding.
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IV. MOLECULAR-DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS:
MIGRATION

The two configurations suggest the possibility of diffusi
along a~011! chain of atoms. The small energy differen
suggests the possibility that such diffusion may be very f
but that the migration path could be very tortuous. We the
fore performed someab initio molecular-dynamics calcula
tions to try to determine the migration path.

Three molecular-dynamics simulations were carried o
at 500, 100, and 1500 K. In each case the simulation
contained 65 silicon atoms and the volume remained c
stant. In each case the interstitial was started in the~011!
dumbbell position.

Defining a migration jump for an interstitial is rather di
ficult. Previous authors have followed the rms displacem
as a function of time, which is an appropriate measure
there are sufficient jumps to establish a statistical drift. In
simulations, we expect only a few jumps, and so we requ
a method which will detect a single jump.

We analyzed each step by associating each of the 65
oms with the nearest of the 64 lattice sites. This means
one site was doubly occupied, and we associated this
the position of the interstitial. A change in the doubly occ
pied site can then be associated with a migration of the at

We tried various other schemes, such as monitoring a m
of which atoms are near neighbors~this map turns out to
change rapidly and to be extremely complicated, as wel
requiring an arbitrary definition of near neighbor! and relax-
ing the MD configuration at each time step using an emp
cal potential~empirical potentials tend to have different e
ergy minima!, but the site-association analysis, describ
above, was the most useful analysis tool.

At 500 K the doubly occupied site remained in its initi
location for the entire run of 5 ps.

At 1000 K we found a single event at which one of t
dumbbell interstitial pairs moved to an adjacent site, f
lowed by a series of five correlated jumps of the same a
to other sites, and final recapture. All these jumps occur
in a period of 0.175 ps in the middle of a 5-ps simulatio
The only other ‘‘jumps’’ suggested by our method were
oscillation back and forth between adjacent two sites wh
appears to be an excitation from the dumbbell into the ca
site @migration ~b! in Fig. 1# which is equidistant betwee
two lattice sites. There was one such event in the 100
simulation and four in the 1500-K simulation.

At 1500 K a number of jumps were observed, includi
several caged-site excitations, as described above, and a
single migration events followed by a lengthy residence
the interstitial in the new site.

To determine the nature of the jumps, MD positions at
time step indicated as a migration event were used as sta
configurations for static minimization. One rather surprisi
result of this was the relaxation to a hexagonal intersti
with energy 2.45 eV. This configuration was not metasta
when the interstitial atom was inserted into the hexago
site of the perfect crystal—we find that it is actually sta
lized by the relaxation of the six adjacent atoms and the
fore could not be found from initial static calculations wit
out enforced symmetry.

Closer examination of the migration suggested that
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single pathway was favored. Indeed the interstitial did not
always jump between nearest-neighbor sites, preferring on
several occasions to move across the adamantane cage to
next-nearest-neighbor sites via the hexagonal site. In Fig. 1
we show the three main migration paths. In~a! migration
occurs directly between dumbbell configurations and the at-
oms involved in the interstitial change. In~b! migration goes
from dumbbell to cage with one of the dumbbell atoms be-
coming identified as the interstitial. In~c! the atom moves
across the cage to another position. This is the type of jump
which need not be between nearest neighbors. Unlike path
~a!, the same atom is the interstitial before and after the
migration.

Based on the frequency that each migration route occurs
in out MD simulations, the lowest barrier, by far, appears to
be for jumps of type~c!. However, because these do not
involve the lowest-energy configuration, this kind of jump
can only occur after a jump of type~b!. The correlated jumps
appear to be started with a type~b!, followed by a series of
type ~c!, and a final~reversed! type ~b!. Direct migration
between dumbbell configurations of type~a! are the rarest
but are important because they cause the identity of the in-
terstitial to change.

V. MOLECULAR-DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS:
FREE ENERGY

To investigate the effect of the interstitial on the vibra-
tional spectrum we evaluated the density of occupied phonon

FIG. 2. The average local occupied phonon density of states,
gi(v), projected onto the 63 nondumbbell atoms and the two atoms
comprising the dumbbell, from the molecular-dynamics run at 500
K. Tick marks show zone-center normal-mode frequencies calcu-
lated for a 64-atom cubic unit cell at 0 K using standardab initio
lattice dynamics, with amplitudes proportional to the degeneracy of
each mode.
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states projected onto each atom from the Fourier transf
of the velocity autocorrelation function:

gi~v!53
* tv i~0!v i~ t !e

ivtdt

*w* tv i~0!v i~ t !e
ivtdt

,

wherev i(t) is the instantaneous velocity of thei th particle at
time t, from which we define a local free energy at ea
atom:

Fi52kT lnS E gi~v!dv D .
From examining these, we find that the local free energ
smaller for the dumbbell atoms.

For the short simulation times here, we do not exp
these densities of states to be very accurate. Howeve
each case it is clear that the densities of states projected
the interstitial atoms are missing the high-frequency p
which corresponds to bond stretching. The graphs from
500 K run, which are not complicated by migration even
are shown in Fig. 2. This is in contrast to previous work15,16

which has suggested that the interstitial should be assoc
with high-frequency vibrational modes. The absence of th
modes is the main reason for the vibrational entropy ass
ated with the interstitial.7

We have also calculated the equivalent set of frequen
for a perfect 64-atom cell by static displacements.19 Only
192 normal modes exist for this cell, the frequencies a
degeneracies of which are shown in Fig. 2. The density
occupied phonon states is expected to consist of th
modes, plus any associated with the interstitial, broadene
temperature. Comparing free energies per atom from
static calculation with the dynamic one suggests a small
brational entropic contribution to free energy for the~011!
dumbbell.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Static relaxation using a fullyab initio approach has
shown that the lowest-energy configuration for the silic
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interstitial is the ~110! split dumbbell, although a highly
asymmetric configuration with a single atom on one side
an adamantane cage is close in energy.

Molecular-dynamics simulations show that there is
simple single migration path, but that migration tends to o
cur by excitation of a single atom, which can then trav
significant distances through the open diamond struc
prior to recapture. The distance traveled by the intersti
was observed to be greater at lower temperature, but
number of excitations was greater at high temperature.

Insufficient events were observed to give reliable data
migration energies. However, we were able to define
mechanism which appears to be one of thermally activa
excitation to a fast migrating state, followed by therma
activated recapture of the single migrating atom. The
effect of these two processes is frequent, short migratio
high temperatures and infrequent, long migration at low te
peratures. This is consistent with the experimental obse
tion that migration energy is approximately athermal.

Consideration of the vibrational spectrum showed that
bond-stretching modes are absent when projected onto
interstitial atoms. Thus the vibrational free energy of the
terstitial is lower than for a bulk atom; this is in contrast
the situation found with most empirical potential studies a
will tend to favor interstitial formation.
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